The aim of this paper is to present the Erotetic Reasoning Corpus (ERC) which constitutes a data set for research on natural question processing. We describe the theoretical background, linguistic data and tags used for the annotation process. We also discuss the potential areas in which the ERC can be exploited.
introduction
The aim of this paper is to present a data set for research on natural question processing named the Erotetic Reasoning Corpus (hereafter ERC).
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In discourse, interlocutors must deal with question processing in instances when questions are not followed by answers but by new questions or strategies of reducing said questions into auxiliary ques-tions 2 . Usually, such a situation takes place when an agent wants to solve a certain problem (expressed in the form of an initial question) but is not able to reach the solution using his/her own information resources. Thus, new data, collected via questioning are necessary. This phenomenon is studied within such theoretical frameworks as Inferential Erotetic Logic (see Wiśniewski 1995 Wiśniewski , 2013 Wiśniewski , Łupkowski 2016 , inquisitive semantics (see Groenendijk and Roelofsen 2011) , or KoS (see Ginzburg 2012 , Łupkowski and Ginzburg 2013 . Natural question processing also constitutes an interesting subject for empirical research. In order to facilitate research concerning question processing in natural language dialogues, we have decided to construct the ERC. The corpus consists of the linguistic data collected in our previous studies on the question processing phenomenon. The data are annotated with a tagset, making them easy to browse for reasoning structure, pragmatic features used, and the presence of normative erotetic concepts (see Section 2).
The paper is structured as follows. We start by presenting the basic concepts of natural question processing as modelled in Inferential Erotetic Logic. We use these concepts as a normative yardstick for our design choices for the ERC tag set. Afterwards, we describe the architecture of the ERC and the linguistic data used for the corpus. Then, we introduce the tagging schema designed and used for the ERC, describe the tagging process, and discuss selected issues concerning annotation reliability. We conclude with a summary of the current stage of the project and discussion of potential future developments and applications of the ERC.
modelling question processing in inferential erotetic logic
In this section, we present the underlying erotetic logic concepts used for the ERC. Our logical framework of choice is that of the Inferential Erotetic Logic (IEL; see Wiśniewski 1995 Wiśniewski , 2013 . This logic focuses on inferences whose premises and/or conclusions are questions (erotetic inferences). This choice was motivated by several factors. Here, we only mention some of them -for a detailed discussion see Urbański et al. (2016a) . Firstly, IEL is flexible: it is not tied up to any specific logic of declaratives. Secondly, the formal representation of questions employed in IEL is friendly to the user. In general, these representations fall under the schema ?Θ, where Θ is an object-language expression that is equiform to a metalanguage expression which denotes the set of direct answers to a question. For example, ?{A 1 , ..., A n } represents a question whose set of direct answers is the finite set of declarative formulas: {A 1 , . . . , A n }.
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Yet, questions are object-language expressions of a strictly defined form and have meanings on their own; the approach is still a non-reductionistic one (see Belnap 1986; Wiśniewski 1995, pp. 37-42) . On the other hand, this approach inherits the advantages of the so-called set-of-answers methodology (Harrah 2002; see Peliš 2016 , for a comprehensive introduction, and Wiśniewski 2013, pp. 16-17 for a discussion of the semi-reductionistic approach sketched above), whose idea stems from Hamblin's (1958, p. 162 ) postulate: "Knowing what counts as an answer is equivalent to knowing the question." Thirdly, IEL offers some straightforward tools for modelling erotetic inferences. What is especially important from our perspective is that IEL proposes some criteria for the validity of erotetic inferences. In the case of erotetic inferences which lead from an initial question and a (possibly empty) set of declarative premises to a question, the following criteria of validity are proposed:
1. transmission of truth/soundness into soundness: if the initial question is sound (i.e., there exists a true direct answer to this question) and all the declarative premises, if there are any, are true, then the question which is the conclusion must be sound; 2. cognitive usefulness: each direct answer to a question which is the conclusion is useful in answering the initial question by narrowing down the "space of possibilities" offered by the initial question (more precisely: for each direct answer B to the question which is the conclusion there exists a non-empty proper subset Y of the set of direct answers to the initial question such that Y must contain a true direct answer to the initial question if B is true and the declarative premises, if there are any, are true).
Valid erotetic inferences (of the above kind) can be defined as those in which erotetic implication (e-implication for short) holds between the initial question, the declarative premises, and the question which is the conclusion. As a matter of fact, the formal definition of e-implication offers precise explications for conditions of transmission of truth/soundness into soundness and of cognitive usefulness (Definition 1; see Wiśniewski 2013, p. 68) . For the sake of simplicity, we consider here only questions with finite sets of direct answers, and assume that the underlying logic of declaratives is Classical Logic. Given this, erotetic implication can be defined as follows. It is easily seen that clauses (1) and (2) of Definition 1 mirror the criteria of validity discussed above.
Definition 1 (Erotetic implication). A question Q e-implies a question
Applying erotetic implication for modelling certain real-life linguistic phenomena resulted in identifying two other versions of this kind of relation, weaker than the one just defined (which we shall further on call the canonical erotetic implication). These are the weak erotetic implication (Urbański et al. 2016a ) and the falsificationist erotetic implication (Grobler 2012; Wiśniewski 2013) , both of which modify the second condition of the original definition. The concept of elimination used in Definition 3 is construed as follows: a formula A eliminates a formula B just in case B must be false if A is true, given the underlying semantics (for a precise definition see Wiśniewski 2013, p. 34 ).
Definition 2 (Weak erotetic implication
The properties described in the second clauses of definitions 1, 2, and 3 will be referred to below as 'usefulness', 'w-usefulness', and 'f-usefulness', respectively. Notions introduced in this section will be reflected by the tagset used to annotate the ERC, described in detail in Section 4 of the present paper.
Using e-implication as a tool allows for modelling many aspects of natural question processing, i.e. a situation in which an initial question is internally processed by an agent, and where the outcome is either a new question concerning the subject matter or a strategy of reducing the initial question into auxiliary questions. In both cases, eimplication allows for the description and assessment of the inferences which lead from questions to questions.
The basic areas of applicability of the analysis of the described phenomena include: the search for information in distributed resources, question answering (in particular, cooperative answering), problem solving (in particular, problem solving by interrogation), proof theory and automated deduction (proof search, complexity issues).
linguistic data
The linguistic data used for the ERC were gathered for research on question processing. The outcomes of three research projects are employed here. These are: the Erotetic Reasoning Test, QuestGen and Mind Maze.
The Erotetic Reasoning Test (in Polish: Test Rozumowań Erotetycznych, TRE) is a tool used in the research described in detail in (Urbański et al. 2016a ). The test contains 3 items (with an imposed time limit of 30 min). Each item consists of a detective-like story in which the initial problem and evidence gained are indicated. The task is to pick a question (one out of four), each answer to which will lead to some solution to the initial problem. The subjects are asked to justify their choices.
Let us present here an exemplary tasks from TRE (translated into English). The task is entitled "The Bomb":
In the capital of a certain country someone planted a bomb in the palace of the king. The best royal engineer, who arrived immediately, established the following facts: 1. There are three wires in the bomb: green, red and orange; 2. To disarm the bomb either the green or the red wire must be cut. Cutting the wrong wire will cause an explosion; 3. If the bomb has been planted by Steve, cutting the green wire will disarm it; 4. If the bomb has been planted by John, cutting the red wire will disarm it. Moreover, no one but John would have used the red wire; 5. If the bomb has not been planted on an even day of the month, the culprit is Steve; 6. The bomb has been planted either by Steve, or by John, or by someone else. [ 612 ] Each of the following questions below can be answered either 'yes' or 'no'. Mark the question to which the answer (regardless of it being 'yes' or 'no') will allow you to establish, in the shortest time possible, which wire should be cut in order to disarm the bomb:
Was the bomb planted on an even day of the month? TRE-entries of the ERC have a well-established structure: there is a story, a question chosen by the subject and then a justification of the choice. An exemplary justification (translated into English) provided by a subject for the "Bomb" story is presented below (see Urbański et al. 2016a, p. 41 ).
If we'll get an affirmative answer to this question, then we'll know that the green wire needs to be cut. If a negative one, then there will be only one possibility left -the red wire, and additionally we'll know that the culprit is John.
QuestGen is an online game the aim of which is to engage players in generating a large collection of questions for a certain piece of story written in a natural language (as such it might be perceived as an example of a game with a purpose -see Von Ahn and Dabbish 2008). The idea of the game was presented in (Łupkowski 2011) , while its implementation is described in (Łupkowski and Wietrzycka 2015) and (Łupkowski and Ignaszak 2017) . In the game, two randomly chosen players are engaged in solving a detective puzzle. One of them plays as the Detective, the other as the Informer. The Detective's objective is to solve the presented puzzle by questioning the Informer. Each story in the game has two versions (one for the Detective and one for the Informer), containing all the additional data necessary to solve the puzzle. The Detective is allowed to use only yes/no questions and cannot ask straightforwardly for the solution. The Detective may ask as [ 613 ] many questions as s/he wants/needs (as long as they are simple yes-no questions). The Informer is obliged to answer the Detective's questions in accordance with the information presented in the Informer's part of the story. Each story is played within a time limit. The game is played in cooperative mode, i.e. the Detective and the Informer play together constrained by the time limit and obtain points for each puzzle solved.
As an example of the task from the QuestGen game, we present the Detective's part of a story entitled "Arsen L.":
Imagine that you are a detective who is following the wellknown international villain Arsen L. Solutions gathered within the QuestGen project have a well-established structure, very much like the ones from TRE. A QG-entry of the ERC consists of the story which is followed by the main question (expressing the problem to be solved by the player). Afterwards, we observe the sequence of the Detective's questions and the Informer's answers which is ended by the proposed solution to the main question and the feedback given by the Informer. This gives us more interaction than in the TRE case. We observe short dialogues between players. An [ 614 ] example (translated into English) of such a dialogue for the "Bomb" story is presented below (see Łupkowski and Ignaszak 2017, p. 239 Mind Maze (in Polish "Takie życie") is a card game published by Igrology. In the game, one of the players plays the role of the game master (GM) and the other one tries to solve a puzzle presented by the game master. the GM tells a short story (inspired by true events) and the objective of the player is to figure out how the story happened by asking questions to the GM. Only yes/no questions are allowed here (with two additional admissible answers: "It is not important/relevant" and "It is not known"). Mind Maze was used as the core element for the semi-structured study of question processing (see Żyluk 2016 and Urbański et al. 2016a) . The researcher played the role of the GM and subjects were players. Game sessions were recorded and then transcribed.
To give an example (translated into English) of the types of problems to solve in the Mind Maze game, let us consider the one entitled "The Traveller":
A man without a single visa visited eight different countries in a single day. None of the authorities of these countries tried to remove him. What was his profession and how did he manage to do this? Solutions gathered in the described study are the most complex ones in the ERC data set. They have no clear structure as they are more or less free dialogue leading to the solution of the initial problem. The shortest conversation included in the ERC has 760 words, while [ 615 ] To differentiate the aforementioned sources, we will refer to them as the ERC sub-corpora, the TRE, QG, and TZ, respectively. The whole ERC consists of 402 files (solutions). Table 2 presents a summary of the gathered data. Note that all of the data are in Polish; however, the tagset used for the annotation allows for the data to be analyzed by English-speaking researchers.
tagging
The tagging schema for the ERC consists of three layers:
1. The structural layer -representing the structure of the tasks used for the studies described in Section 3. Here, we distinguish between elements such as: instructions, justifications, different types of questions, and declaratives.
2. The inferential layer -which allows for normative elements described in Section 2 to be identified.
3. The pragmatic layer -representing various events that may occur in the dialogue, like e.g. long pauses. It also contains tags that enable the expression of certain events related to the types of tasks used (like e.g. when a forbidden question -that is, question of the form which is not allowed in a certain entry -is used).
Let us now present, and explain in detail, the tags used in the ERC. Each task in the ERC is tagged with the KORPUS tag which has two obligatory attributes:
• first one specifying the sub-corpus of ERC (namely whether the task comes from Erotetic Reasoning Test: TRE, QuestGen: QG or Mind Maze: TZ),
• second one specifying the name of the task and the number of the subject/player who solved it.
4.1
Structural layer
The structural layer of annotation consists of the following tags: IN-STRUCTION; JUSTIFICATION; DECLARATIVE; QUESTION.
• The INSTRUCTION: the tag indicates instruction for a given task.
• The JUSTIFICATION: a justification given by a subject is indicated with this tag.
• The DECLARATIVE: tag marking declaratives.
• The QUESTION: tag for indicating questions.
The DECLARATIVE and QUESTION tags enable certain attributes to specify further details. These attributes are presented in Figure 2. AUXILIARY: marks questions recognized as auxiliary ones. Attributes associated with the tag indicate whether the auxiliary question is a query and point to its type (yes/no or other type of question).
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The DECLARATIVE tag is associated with the following attributes:
• IQ-ANSW: indicates an answer to the initial question. The type of answer given might be specified by: YES, NO, DON'T KNOW.
• AQ-ANSW: indicates an answer to the auxiliary question. Similarly to the IQ-ANSW case, the type of answer given might be further specified by: YES, NO, DON'T KNOW, IRRELEVANT.
• PREMISE: used for premises (declarative ones). Additional attributes may be used to specify a logical structure of the recognized premise. For the premises with the implication as the main connective a more detailed characteristics may be provided with the tags: SIMPLE or REVERSED.
• PREMISE-EX: used for a declarative premise which allows for exceptions. To exemplify such a premise, consider the following (from "The Party" task of TRE): "The King of Hearts stays till the end of only those parties at which the March Hare doesn't tell jokes (although even then the King sometimes leaves earlier)."
Additional attributes for these tags are the same as those for the PREMISE tag.
4.2

Inferential layer
The inferential layer consists of nine tags: SOLUTION; TRANSMIS-SION; USEFULNESS; W-USEFULNESS; F-USEFULNESS; E-OTHER; EN-TAILMENT; D-OTHER; IMP-ERROR. This layer plays an important role in the ERC making our data set unique. The tags used here stem from the IEL's ideas and concepts presented in Section 2. This layer makes it possible to track and study how these concepts are applied and used in the context of reasonings enforced by the tasks used for our subcorpora.
SOLUTION: this tag indicates the solution given by a subject. Additional attributes allow for specifying whether the solution is correct (note that each task in the ERC has a predefined normative solution) and how this solution has been reached (i.e. whether it is in line with the assumed normative way of obtaining the solution -e.g. erotetic search scenario in the case of QG tasks). Attributes of the SOLUTION tag are presented in Figure 3 .
[ 619 ] USEFULNESS: this tag is used for such justifications that cover the second condition of the definition of (canonical) erotetic implication, i.e. cognitive usefulness.
W-USEFULNESS: this tag is used for such justifications that cover the second condition of the definition of the weak erotetic implication. F-USEFULNESS: this tag is used for such justifications that cover the second condition of the definition of the falsificationist erotetic implication E-OTHER: marks such justifications that are not modelled by Inferential Erotetic Logic.
ENTAILMENT: this tag is used for such justifications that correctly refer to logical entailment. D-OTHER: this tag is used for such justifications that incorrectly refer to logical entailment or to a different type of relation between declaratives.
IMP-ERROR: denotes justifications in which a subject interpreted the material implication in the incorrect way (according to Classical Logic).
4.3
Pragmatic layer
The pragmatic level consists of the five tags. It should be noted that certain pragmatic layer tags are used only within selected sub-corpora as described below. Q-FORBIDDEN: allows one to point out when a forbidden question appears in the solution of tasks in the QG and TZ subcorpora. This refers to the rules provided for a given task. For example, this tag is used in the case of a QuestGen task when the Detective will ask directly [ 620 ] about the solution. In the Mind Maze tasks, this tag appears when a player uses a question other than that of a yes/no type.
WRONGINFO: this tag is used in the QG sub-corpus. It denotes a situation wherein the Informer provides a wrong piece of information to the Detective in the game. "Wrong", in this case, means different than the one given in the Informer's part of the story. This tag will also be used in situations in which the Detective asks a question marked as Q-FORBIDDEN and the Informer answers with something different than the desired "I don't know" answer.
KEY-INFO: is used for the TZ sub-corpus. It indicates additional information provided by the game master (the information provided is not an answer to a question in the game).
TOPIC: is also a tag used in the TZ sub-corpus for marking topics (as defined by van Kuppevelt (1995)) as they appear in a dialogue.
LONG-PAUSE: the tag is used in the QG and TZ sub-corpora for indicating long pauses in the game.
An example annotated ERC file is presented in Figure 4 . The figure presents the file from the TRE sub-corpus of the ERC, the task name is "Bomb" and the file number is 31 -this is visible in the first line containing the tag <KORPUS A1="TRE" A2="Bomba31">. The structure of the file is clearly visible owing to the structural layer of the tags used. We can identify the instruction part as well as the premises and the initial question, solution, and justification provided by the subject in this case. Tags used to annotate premises provide information about their structure (visible as the A2 attribute), e.g. in the last premise, an exclusive disjunction is used. The initial question is identified by a <QUESTION> tag with the A1 attribute stating "INITIAL". The A2 attribute informs us that this is not a simple yes/no question. Let us now take a closer look at the solution, which is indicated by the following tag: <SOLUTION A1="CORRECT" A2="NORMATIVE">. Attributes of this tag inform us that the solution provided by the subject is the correct one, what is more, it is also normative. This leads us to the justification part of this file. There we find two tags:
<TRANSMISSION /> and <USEFULNESS />, which provide information about the normativity of the provided correct solution -this 
4.4
Descriptive statistics of the annotation
Let us now take a closer look at the descriptive statistics of the ERC annotation.
We will start with the structural layer of the annotation. The number of INSTRUCTION tags is the same as the number of ERC files, as each task comes with its own instruction. We have 402 INSTRUCTION [ 622 ] tags (270 for TRE, 116 for QG and 16 for TZ). As for the JUSTIFICA-TION tag, it is present only in the TRE sub-corpus and the number of these tags is equivalent to the number of TRE files in the ERC, i.e. 270. The reason for this is that each TRE solution consists of an auxiliary question indicated a subject and a justification provided for this choice (as described in Section 3). The ERC has 2.234 QUESTION tags, 1.350 in TRE sub-corpus, 375 in the QG and 527 in the TZ. Details are presented in Table 3 . As for DECLARATIVE tags, there are 2.855 (TRE: 1.530, QG: 777, TZ: 548) -details are presented in Table 4 For the inferential layer we will first discuss the SOLUTION tag. The detailed numbers for this tag are presented in Table 5 . The total number of occurances of the SOLUTION tag for the TZ sub-corpus is larger than the number of files. This is because the solution is divided into two parts for each file, corresponding to the dialogue structure. It should be noted that the vast majority of solutions for the ERC tasks were correct ones. (For the TZ sub-corpus NORMATIVE and OTHER attributes were not used).
For the TRE sub-corpus, additional inferential tags were also used. This is due to the structure of the solutions provided by the subjects, i.e. answers to initial questions and their corresponding justifications. There are 205 TRANSMISSION and 160 USEFULNESS tags used. For 149 cases the TRANSMISSION and USEFULNESS tags are both present, which constitutes the number of correct and normative solutions for the sub-corpus.
[ 623 ] Let us now discuss the pragmatic layer of annotation. As can be expected, there are no pragmatic tags in the ERC sub-corpus, due to the nature of the task involved. The numbers for this layer will get bigger for sub-corpora with more interaction involved. And we have 8 Q-FORBIDDEN and 29 WRONGINFO tags for the QG sub-corpus. As it was described above, the WRONGINFO tag is specific to the QG sub-corpus. The reason why this is the case for these tasks is that a randomly chosen player has to play the role of the informer in the game. S/he has to process additional information related to the puzzle and provide answers to the Detective within the specified time limit. As a result, we sometimes observe that the Informer provides wrong information. It is important to mark these utterances in the ERC, as this makes solving the puzzle harder or sometimes impossible [ 624 ] for the Detective. In the TZ sub-corpus, we observe more pragmatic tags, as here we are dealing with (almost) free dialogue. There are 16 Q-FORBIDDEN, 61 KEY-INFO, 438 TOPIC and 100 LONG-PAUSE tags used for these tasks. In the TZ context, especially, KEY-INFO and TOPIC are interesting as they were designed especially for this subcorpus. TOPIC allows one to track how new topics related to the solution of a given story are introduced and resolved. As for the KEY-INFO tag, it is crucial for understanding how the solution to the initial question is reached as this tag indicates situations in which a gamemaster provides addition information, which facilitates the solving process.
To sum up, we observe 24 Q-FORBIDDEN, 29 WRONGINFO, 61 KEY-INFO, 438 TOPIC, and 100 LONG-PAUSE pragmatic layer tags in the ERC data. As we have mentioned, due to the nature of the tasks, these tags are present only in the QG and TZ sub-corpora of the ERC.
4.5
Annotation and its reliability
The tagging process was performed by 5 volunteers with solid background in erotetic logic. Each file was tagged by one annotator. What is more, each annotator tagged files only from one sub-corpus of the ERC. Thanks to this, s/he dealt with a consistent file structure and consistent subset of the tagset.
Annotation quality was ensured via a variety of measures. First of all, the structural tags layer is very intuitive and standardised for the TRE and QG sub-corpora (see description in Section 3). For these files, an experienced super-annotator (with expert knowledge in IEL) prepared and controlled the annotation schemas used. Each controversial case was discussed by the annotators.
Secondly, the output consists of XML files, thus RELAX NG XML schema was defined with the purpose of facilitating the annotation process. The schema specifies a pattern for the structure and the content of XML files and prevents incorrect use of tags by annotators. All of the ERC files were validated by the annotators themselves and afterwards by a super-annotator. The validation was performed in two steps: first general XML validity was checked and in the second step ERC XML schema were used to control the use of the ERC tagset. Structural validity was also checked within the ERC tools described below.
Thirdly, all of the ERC files were thoroughly controlled by the super-annotator. Every issue has been discussed between the annotators; and this is how final tagging was established.
In order to check the reliability of the annotation process, interand intra-annotator tests were performed.
For the inter-annotator test, a sample of 100 randomly chosen text units (retrieved from all three sub-corpora of ERC) was used. The units were chosen in such a way that they could be annotated with at least one ERC tag. The structure of the sample was the same as the whole ERC, i.e. 67% of units were retrieved from the TRE sub-corpus; 29% from the QG and 16% from the TZ. All of the units were supplemented with a necessary context.
The guideline for annotators contained explanations of all the ERC tags and examples of annotated text units. The control sample was annotated by two annotators (two logicians, one of whom had a solid background in the logic of question).
The reliability of the annotation was evaluated using κ (Carletta 1996) , established by using the R statistical software (R Core Team 2013; version 3.3.1) with the irr package (Gamer et al. 2012) . The interpretation of the kappa values is based on that of Viera and Garrett (2005) .
The Fleiss κ for all three annotators was 0.8 (i.e. substantial) with 75% agreement over 100 cases. The agreements between the main annotation and others were high, as presented below:
• main and first annotator: κ = 0.85, with 86% agreement (almost perfect agreement);
• main and second annotator: κ = 0.78, with 80% agreement (substantial).
As can be expected, when it comes to a detailed analysis of the annotation, the most unproblematic cases were the ones annotated with tags from the structural and pragmatic layers of the ERC tagset. Annotation with the use of the inferential layer was more problematic. Cases where we observe disagreement between annotators concern the use of <TRANSMISSION /> and <USEFULNESS /> tags for the TRE sub-corpus samples. The reason for this may be that the use of these tags involves the interpretation of the justification provided by a subject in the light of an answer given for a particular task. As it [ 626 ] was explained above, we have paid special attention to this layer of annotation of the ERC. All of the tags used were checked by the superannotator and each controversial case was discussed by the main ERC annotators.
We have also performed intra-annotator agreement rating test. For this test, another control sample of 100 examples was randomly chosen from the data (with the same structure as the sample for the inter-annotation study). In this case, two ERC annotators were employed to annotate the sample. The agreement between the main annotation and the two annotators was almost perfect -Fleiss κ = 0.86 with 82% agreement over 100 cases. The detailed results for annotators are presented below:
• main and first annotator: κ = 0.87, with 88% agreement;
• main and second annotator: κ = 0.85, with 86% agreement;
• first and second annotator: κ = 0.86, with 87% agreement.
erc on line
The corpus is available via its web-site
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. ERC is distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivatives 4.0 International License.
Several tools that allow one to to work with the corpus are provided on the ERC web-site.
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The central tool is ERC Search & Browse Tool. This application allows one to display and browse ERC files, both with and without tags. It also allows one to search through corpus files. Keyword and tag search options have likewise been made available to users. In order to use a certain fragment of the ERC in one's paper, presentation, or poster one may take advantage of the ERC XML/L A T E X Parser (Gajda and Łupkowski 2016) . The parser transforms original XML-annotated ERC files into appropriate L A T E X files. The parser is responsible for formatting and displaying the data form the corpus -it will be especially useful for preparing papers and presentations based on the ERC data. Hence the choice of using L A T E X as the output format for our tool. Obtained files may be simply pasted into an article, presentation, or poster.
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The last tool provided is ERC XML Schema. The ERC XML Schema describes the structure of corpus XML files. It allows for quick syntactic validation of corpus files and is very useful in the annotation process. 6 summary In this paper, we have presented the Erotetic Reasoning Corpus. So far, the ERC data have been mainly analysed in the light of the normative yardstick provided by IEL. Urbański et al. (2016a) present research on correlations between the level of fluid intelligence and fluencies in two kinds of deductions: simple (syllogistic reasoning) and difficult ones (erotetic reasoning). The tool used to investigate erotetic reasoning is the Erotetic Reasoning Test. The paper presents the detailed analysis of the justifications provided by subjects. Urbański et al. (2016b) contains analyses of solutions to Mind Maze games. Łupkowski and Ignaszak (2017) model and discuss selected solutions of QuestGen tasks with focusing on normative vs. non-normative solutions.
In our opinion, however the ERC's potential scope of use is broad and reaches far beyond studies of the normative logical concepts vs. instances of real erotetic reasoning. The ERC consists of a significant amount of natural language data (see Table 2 ). The potential applications may cover the following example areas of interests:
• linguistic studies of the way questions are formulated in different contexts;
• research on dialogue management (this applies in particular to the TZ sub-corpus of the TRE, which consists of long natural language dialogues);
• problem solving studies concerning strategies of handling question decomposition, especially those with imposed time limits (such as the tasks in the QG sub-corpus of the ERC);
• studies focusing on the way a question should be asked (or an initial problem/task should be formulated) in order to make the solution easier to reach.
